
We have our video install guides on 
our website and on youtube.com. 
Also feel free to call or email us if 

you have any questions 
1-855-457-5683 

information@lovethedrive.com

Start by lowering your top and moving 
your front seats forward. The wind deflector 

attaches to your BMW 6 using holes 
designed for a wind deflector. There is 1 
hole on each side trim panel behind front 

seats. There are 2 holes between the 
headrests in the rear seat.

Start by extending one barrel bolt and 
locking the bolt by turning the 

handle down. 



When not in use, your BMW 6 wind 
deflector can be stored in the trunk.  
Please use the storage bag provided 

when storing the wind deflector.

Lower the back of the wind deflector into 
the holes between the rear seat head 

rests. To remove the wind deflector just 
reverse the order of the steps. 

Lower the wind deflector until the barrel bolt 
on your side aligns with the hole in the trim 
panel. Slide the bolt into the hole and turn 

the handle down so it locks the bolt 
into place.

 Lower the wind deflector into the back seat. 
Insert the extended barrel bolt into the hole 
on the trim panel, on the opposite side from 

which you are standing. 

To easily store the wind deflector in the 
trunk, you will need to lower the barrel bolts. 
Loosen (do not remove) the thumbscrew at 

the bottom of the barrel bolt. Remove the top 
2 thumbscrews. Slide the bolt down and 

replace the thumbscrews in the top holes. 
Reverse the steps to move the bolt to the 

up position.

Loosen the thumbscrews on the rear 
bracket (1 turn counter clockwise (Lefty = 
Loosey). Turn both of the rear brackets so 

they face out. Then tighten the 
thumbscrews by turning them clockwise 
until they are snug. (Righty = Tighty)


